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Abstract: Xylanase is one of the most crucial enzymes and has been widely used in various fields. The 

stability and catalytic activity of a xylanase are key factors for enzyme applications. At present, scientists 

mainly improve the properties of xylanase through molecular modification and enzyme engineering 

methods. But so far, there is no general method or universal theory to improve both thermal stability and 

catalytic activity of the xylanase. Based on the relationship between structure and function, in this study, 

the stable GH10 xylanase (GtXyn10) from Gloeophyllum trabeum via site-directed mutagenesis to 

improve the low-temperature catalytic performance. Through catalytic amino acid sites and substrate 

binding sites were predicted by hotspot wizard, two locations, N119D，N166M, were identified as the 

contributors to the whole enzyme molecule. Single (N119D and N166M) and double (N119D + N166M) 

mutants were produced and compared with the wild-type (WT). Using beechwood xylan as substrate, the 

specific activity of recombinant high specific active xylanase mutant and wild type at 40 ℃ were 440 

U/mg, 420 U/mg, 590 U/mg and 250 U/mg. Compared with the wild type, the mutant (N119D + N166M) 

had the highest enzyme activity at 40 ℃. The thermal stability of all the mutants was better than that of 

the wild type. After 30 min treatment at 70 ℃, the remaining enzyme activities of the three mutants were 

1.1, 1.5 and 1.5 times that of the wild type. After treatment at 80 ℃ for 20 min, the remaining enzyme 

activities of the three mutants were 1.2, 1.2 and 1.4 times of those of the wild type, respectively.The 

results showed that the thermal stability of all the mutants was better than that of the wild type at 70 ℃ 

and 80 ℃. Under these conditions, the specific activity of xylanase mutants at 40 ℃ was significantly 

higher than that of the wild type. By modifying different amino acid sites of xylanase GtXyn10, on the 

one hand, improves the specific activity at 40 ℃ without losing the thermal stability of the enzyme; on 

the other hand, such xylanase mutant with high enzyme activity, which is stable in acidic pH environment 

and in the range of low temperature, has a broad application prospect for lignocellulosic degradation and 

reducing sugar production. At the same time, this study provides significant method for the improvement 

of the GH10 xylanase and other glycoside hydrolases. 
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